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STIMULUS FLIP-FLOPPING AND ELECTION WOES 
 
The US markets are finishing the month virtually unchanged with the European ones down roughly 5%-7% 
as I write this article.  The markets enjoyed a good start to the month, buoyed by expectations that another 
US stimulus package was coming before Congress broke up for the US elections. Those hopes were finally 
dashed on the 26th October when Congress broke up without an agreement on the stimulus package. The 
Democrats wanted a $2.2tn package, the Republican’s wanted a $500bn package, and the White House 
finally compromised on a $1.8tn package. The Democrat-controlled House of Representatives passed the 
$2.2tn bill, but it failed to get through the Republican-controlled Senate. President Trump flipped between 
sizes of a stimulus package and being for and against one. He finally decided that a $1.8tn bill would be 
sufficient, but his own Republican party disagreed which resulted in no new package arriving.  

The resurgent coronavirus has continued to infect people at an ever-growing rate, but so far with fewer 
fatalities. Europe has imposed far more restrictions than the US in trying to cope. China, where it all began, 
is recovering without a second wave, or so we are told, which seems at odds with what is happening in the 
rest of the world. This has resulted in investors taking more money out of the European markets than 
elsewhere. The European Central Bank is expected to increase its QE program before the end of the year as 
it battles to aid the European economy.  

For now COVID-19 is taking second place to the US elections in investors minds. They know that whoever 
wins the US Presidential election will enact another stimulus package. Biden winning the Presidency would 
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see a larger stimulus package then a re-elected Trump would produce. As Biden has a steady 8% lead 
nationally and is ahead in the majority of the swing states it looks a pretty safe bet that he will win the 
Presidency. What is more concerning for investors is whether the Democrats complete a clean sweep of the 
Presidency, the Senate and the House of Representatives. 

A Democratic “clean sweep” would result in higher taxes and restrictions for corporations and make it 
easier for the House Judiciary Committee to impose restriction or even the breakup of the big tech 
companies. Biden has said that company breakups should be considered and that threat is in the 450-page 
report that the House Judiciary Committee released on the 7th October into Facebook, Google, Amazon & 
Apple.  

The chances of the elections being disputed is high, with Trump continuing to rail against postal voting. The 
nightmare for investors would be Trump being ahead on physical votes counted and then losing as the 
postal votes are counted. It is not beyond the bounds of reality for Trump to declare himself the winner in 
such a scenario and then call on his supporters to protect him from a “stolen result.” This would be very 
unsettling for investors and trigger significant market sell offs. “Big money” will be waiting for any dip to 
buy. The places where a return, let alone a decent inflation-proof return, are few and far between thanks to 
central bank largesse. 

The resurgence of COVID-19 should not come as a surprise. Health experts have been warning since it first 
appeared that the winter flu season was when things would get ugly again. They have been proved correct, 
the only blessing being that so far fatalities are far lower in relation to the numbers infected. Dr Fauci, 
Director of the US National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, predicts that the world will have a 
coronavirus vaccine “in the next few months”, but that people are unlikely to be able to go about their 
normal lives until at least the end of next year. Quite how much more damage such a scenario would do to 
the world economy is unquantifiable, but it will expensive in both monetary and physical terms. 

Having a strong antidote to these turbulent times is essential. Investors should be looking to diversify their 
portfolios away from high-risk investments in favour of asset-backed investments which hold their value 
well in economic downturns. Wise investors would do well to hedge against the significant market 
turbulence by investing in the booming fine wine market which has held steady even throughout the Covid-
19 pandemic. 

 
Mike Heffernan, Head Financial Analyst 
Mike Heffernan started working in the City in the 1980s, advancing quickly to 
become a dealer and then a broker in 1988. For 10 years he pursued a very 
successful career in broking for the highly acclaimed Harlow’s International & Spot 
CHF desks before turning his attention on the Asian market. Now Mike helps Oeno 
to stay ahead of the game in his role as Head Financial Analyst. 
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BURGUNDY’S RARE CONFLUENCE 

Collectors should be excited by the 2019 wines from Burgundy which will be released over the next few 
months. The same seasonal conditions that prevailed in Bordeaux producing superb wines have shone on 
Burgundy, and in a rare confluence of quality both whites and reds are on stellar form. The only vintages 
this century that can be compared to 2019, with exceptional quality in both colours, are 2010 (bright, pure 
acid-driven wines) and 2002 (perfumed, concentrated and expansive). The key words this year are 
concentration and freshness with notably rich tannins in the reds. Unlike the 2017s and 2018s which have 
an immediacy and appeal to early drinking, the 2019s will be wines for the long-haul that will richly reward 
collectors over many decades. 

Oenogroup is incredibly fortunate to have formed a direct impression of the vintage following a week of 
visits to domaines in early October - made possible by the early end of the 2020 vintage and the fact that I 
had already been in France for several weeks prior. Under normal circumstances the international wine 
trade and media would descend on Burgundy from early November to taste the previous years’ wines 
and/or attend the Hospice de Beaune auction. As it stands there will be most likely no trade buyers from 
North America or Asia this year, and even most Europeans will be forced away by restrictions, return 
quarantines and a rapidly deteriorating situation in France itself for cases of COVID-19. 
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Even the UK trade, which has in many ways been the driving force of these visits of many decades, will be 
largely absent. It would appear that with curfew now imposed in many French cities during dinner-time, the 
ease and pleasure of travel to Burgundy has been hugely curtailed. It may be that by early November 
France will be back under national lockdown and travel will be all but impossible. Already the trade and 
consumer En-Primeur tastings for early January have been, or are about to be, cancelled in London so the 
opportunity to taste the wines is exquisitely rare.  

The growers I visited were quietly very pleased again with the quality in 2020, if not the volume, and having 
finished pressing were rapidly preparing orders for foreign markets that had sat idle during the worst of the 
mid-year lockdown and in order to reach buyers for Christmas. With yields down in 2019 from 2018 and 
sales to the on-trade decimated, there is no doubt that the 2019 EP campaign will and must go ahead. 

The growing season began with a relatively mild and dry winter continuing into the spring. Ideal conditions 
for frost arrived during budburst and, yet again, dramatically reduced the crop of Chardonnay on the Côte 
de Beaune, most notably in Saint Aubin and in Chassagne-Montrachet. Wetter conditions in late spring, 
much needed, eased the stress for water but introduced some pressure from mildew. Dry conditions then 
resumed right through the summer and into harvest.  

Unlike the previous year, the summer did not suffer from prolonged periods of heat although a spell of 
record temperatures in late June did bring on hydric stress and placed further pressure on yields. In fact 
2019 was a little cooler from July right through to harvest and this has determined the quality and 
character of the wines. Combined with the dry spring which had delayed flowering, this meant the grapes 
were able to ripen fully in cooler and drier conditions with more time on the vine, than the previous year.  

Despite the heat and low yields the harvest arrived like a wizard (neither early nor late), and the quality of 
the grapes is magnificent. Whereas 2018 is noted for its ripeness, summer flavours and soft acidity, 2019 
tastes much brighter, energetic and purposeful and yet actually produced riper wines – thanks to the longer 
season. An oft quoted insight is, ‘2018s are rich, whereas 2019s are concentrated’. 

My visits covered all the key villages of the Côte de Beaune (Chassagne-Montrachet, Meursault, Volnay, 
Pommard, Puligny-Montrachet and Saint Aubin), and the Côte de Nuits (Vosne-Romanee, Chambolle-
Musigny, Vougeot, Morey-St-Denis, Gevrey-Chambertin, Nuits-St-Georges) as well as Chablis. A clear 
symbol of the vintage is the clarity of village and soil in the wines, the typicité of each site, which is a 
wonderful marker for the future enjoyment of the wines. Next month we’ll have more on the specifics of 
each village as we look forward to the wines being released. 

 
Justin Knock MW, Chief Wine Analyst 
Justin Knock has the rare distinction of being one of the few Masters of Wine to 
pass the notoriously tough exams first time round in 2010. He has held numerous 
high-profile roles in the wine industry such as UK Director of the California Wine 
Institute. With extensive experience in wine production, distribution and 
marketing, Justin brings a wealth of industry expertise to the company as Oeno’s 
Chief Wine Analyst.  
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WHICH WINES TO BUY NOW 

 
The hospitality industry is adapting to new rules with the 10pm curfew having a very big impact on 
business, in particular restaurants and hotels which have started to reopen with social distancing a very 
tricky aspect of the trade. Most places have had to readapt their opening hours, their shift patterns and 
their workforce. In these treacherous times for our industry, we are offering as much support as possible, 
and in particular with wines on consignment to an increasing number of restaurants. Offering wines on 
consignment brings big benefits for restaurants since they pay only for stocks they sell, helping out with 
their cash flow while carrying great wines in their stocks. 

Overall October was another extremely vibrant and busy month, with solid business throughout. We were 
offering some exciting wines from Italy with the ultra-exclusive Fattorie dei Dolfi in Tuscany, as well as a 
new and exciting agency called Freemark Abbey in Napa Valley. We also released the Penfolds Collection 
2020, composed of Penfolds Grange 2016 in bottle and Magnum, together with the rare Bin 707 Cabernet 
Sauvignon 2018, while trading for single cases of Grange 2016. More recently we have been offering the 
ever performing wines from Artadi, Vina El Pison and Vina El Carretil in the 2019 as an En Primeur 
investment. Ultra-Premium Burgundy were also offered in a few occasions with the likes of Armand 
Rousseau, DRC and Henri Jayer, the highlights of the month. 

Now in terms of what I tasted this month and which is really worth considering for immediate 
consumption… 

First of all a delicious and great value for money Chianti Classico 2018, Tenuta di Arceno, a recent addition 
to our portfolio. A splendid example of Chianti Classico, elaborated by the same winemaking team as in 
Verite in Sonoma County, pure, fragrant and floral, bursting with cranberry and redcurrant fruit, with soft 
and ripe tannins. Amazing with beef dishes, with Asian food and with cheese.  The wine in its 2017 vintage 
just got rewarded by Tre Bicchieri (3 glasses) in the Gamberro Rosso wine guide in Italy, which is the highest 
reward a wine can receive. 
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Another wine was an highlight this month, a red Burgundy from the great negociant-recoltant Dominique 
Laurent whose family business was a pastry shop in Nuits-Saint-Georges before Dominique set up his 
negociant business. Dominique started small, but has gained recognition over the years in the US, in Japan 
and in Scandinavia in particular. He purchases grapes from top appellations and from top growers, while 
focusing on very old vines which limit yields while producing very concentrated grapes. The wine tasted this 
month is a Pommard 1er Cru Clos des Epenots 2010, ferociously powerful with dried cherry fruit, sweet and 
sour notes, lots of spice and verve on a rich and ripe palate. A perfect wine to try with game or with a 
traditional Coq au Vin.  

In white wine terms, we enjoyed a fabulous Meursault 2017 from Mischief & Mayhem in Burgundy. This 
domaine is run by Michael and Fiona Ragg who used to work for Berry Brothers wine merchant in the UK, 
before settling in Burgundy. They are doing both negoce and ownership of the vineyards they use, and their 
2017 Meursault is going from strength to strength vintage after vintage. Marzipan, ripe lemon, orange 
blossom, with a controlled use of oak, bringing fine minerality and depth. Superb with a saffron risotto or 
with pork ribs. 

The OenoHouse project is on-going and should open in the early part of next year in the City in the graded 
listed building The Royal Exchange in a unit which spreads onto 3 floors. The ground floor which will display 
a bluechip winery every month, a Great Champagne display and a special one focusing on one of our 
exclusive winery. We will also have tables on the courtyard to cater for around 30 guests. 

We are now in the finishing touches of the design, with an opening date bound on the after-effects of the 
Covid-19 pandemic. We are hoping this will not be delayed for much longer and get the opportunity to 
welcome our clients and guest alike in what promises to be a very exciting new opening in London. 

 
Olivier Gasselin, Director of Trade 
Olivier Gasselin has been in the wine trade since 2001 with his career taking him all 
over the globe as head sommelier and wine buyer for restaurant groups like D&D 
London and Hakkasan. Olivier was awarded Best Sommelier in the Middle East 
three times, also winning the Sommelier Wine Challenge at Imbibe Live 2016, 
before completing his WSET Diploma in 2018. As Head of OenoTrade Olivier uses 
his extensive contacts to keep everything running smoothly. 
 


